


Why Measurement Matters
for Employee Advocacy

If you’re already asking employees to share your content through their social channels, you have taken the critical first step toward success.

The next step is thinking strategically about your employee 
advocacy program. That means identifying key metrics to measure 
your progress and continually improve over time. 

When you connect the dots between employee sharing, audience 
engagement, and revenue, you can create a clear picture 
of your program’s value. 

Your masterpiece of an employee advocacy program can inspire 
more participation, guide content curation, and ultimately prove 
ROI to the C-suite. 

Read on to get started with a strategic, sustainable program that 
gets real results.

2 Connect the Dots

Which content is inspiring engagement?

How many employees are actively sharing?

What’s the ROI?



Employees to the Program

Employees are the heart of your advocacy program. You know the value of employee advocacy for your brand – but  
to inspire participation, it’s important to let employees know what’s in it for them. 

Socially active employees build their professional reputations, get more LinkedIn Profile views, and make valuable connections more quickly.
When your employees are intrinsically motivated to share, they’re far more likely to participate. Track participation with metrics aligned to  
these goals: 

Adoption
Measure:
• How many employees you have invited 
• How many invited employees have registered 

Start your program with social media all-stars, those 
most likely to inspire others with early success. LinkedIn 
Elevate can help find and invite those most likely to 
succeed at your organization.

Ongoing Activity
Measure: 
• Rate of employees who share per week/month
• Most active sharers
• Least active sharers

Provide daily reminders and periodic progress reports to 
sustain employee interest. Elevate sends automated daily 
emails and notifications to employees and can deliver robust 
performance insights.
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10X
connections compared
to a company’s brand

“It’s surprising how easy it is to get started using Elevate. It allows you to 
set up a program without a lot of hand-holding. Salespeople have been 
sharing 4x more often than they did before using Elevate.”

Steven Pepe
Global Leader of Commercial Marketing, GE
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Sharing with Engagement

When your employees share valuable content, they drive attention back to the brand. 
Measure the level of engagement with your target audience using these four goals:

Content quality is a deciding factor for engagement. Curate content that interests your employees and is valuable to their networks. Elevate 
makes it easy to do this by surfacing trending content by industry and suggesting the articles your employees are most likely to share.
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On average, employees see a 2X 
higher click-through-rate than  

their company sees

Brand Engagement
Measure:
• Increase in Company 

Page followers
• Increase in Company 

Page views
• Increase in owned 

website traffic

Engagement by Audience

Track:
• Seniority
• Function
• Industry
• Company

Content Engagement

Measure:
• Clicks
• Likes 
• Reshares 
• Comments

Reach

Measure:
• Potential reach
• Actual impressions

“No other employee advocacy platform has access to audience 
demographics. Knowing just engagement and share rates is not enough 
– we want a better view into the people who engage with us.”

Camila Romuld
Digital and Social Media Marketing Manager, HSBC
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Results to Revenue

Employee sharing leads to audience engagement, which leads to brand engagement. The final dot to connect  
is how that brand engagement leads to conversions. Track metrics that match these goals:

Traffic and Leads
Measure:
• Increased traffic to product pages
• Form fills from gated content or your website

Use tracking URLs to properly attribute clicks from employee 
shares. Elevate can help track traffic and leads from the platform 
to your site.

Conversions
Measure:
• New sales opportunities
• Sales qualified leads
• Contribution to closed deals

Pay special attention to your sales team’s participation. Their 
sharing activity is most likely to create new opportunities and 
influence sales cycles. Elevate can help you track and report on 
this activity.
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Nearly 64% of advocates in a formal 
program say it attracts and develops new 
business, and 45% attribute new revenue 

streams to employee advocacy

“We add tracking codes to our content so we can see the full impact 
of advocacy – from the initial touchpoint all the way through the sales 
cycle, and we’ve attributed several closed deals to employee advocacy 
via Elevate.” 

Carey Larson
Social Marketing Manager, Procore
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the Dots to Elevate Your Employee Advocacy

When your company empowers its employees to be social  
professionals, it doesn’t just enhance their personal reputations.  
A sustained, strategic program can change the big picture for  
your business. 

If you’re having trouble connecting the dots to maximize the 
effectiveness of your program, LinkedIn Elevate can help. Elevate is 
an employee advocacy solution that uses the power of LinkedIn’s 

professional network to enhance every aspect of your program. 

Learn more about LinkedIn Elevate.
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https://business.linkedin.com/elevate

